
(And Allah grants respite to none when his appointed t ime comes. And Allah is All-Aware of 
what  you do.) meaning, when the t ime of death comes, no one will be granted respite. Surely, 
HSe is the Most  Knowledgeable and t  an what  they did before. Allah said,  

び∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∀ゲΒ⌒ら∠カ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(And Allah is All-Aware of what  you do.) This is the end of the Tafsir of Surat  Al-Munafiqun. All 
praise and thanks are due to Allah, and all success and immunity from error come from Him.  

The Tafsir of Surat At-Taghabun 

(Chapter - 64) 

Which was revealed in Al-Madinah or Makkah 

び ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よぴ  

(In the Name of Allah, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.   

∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ⊥ウあら∠ジ⊥Αぴ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒れ
 ∀ゲΑ⌒ギ∠ホ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ あモ⊥ミ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥マ∇ヤ⊥ヨ∇ャや- ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

 ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∀リ⌒ョ∇ぽぁョ ∇ユ⊥ムレ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∀ゲ⌒プゅ∠ミ ∇ユ⊥ムレ⌒ヨ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ ン⌒グｚャや
 ∀ゲΒ⌒ダ∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ- ∠チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ 

∠ジ∇ェ∠ほ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ミ∠ケｚヲ∠タ∠ヱ あペ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ミ∠ケ∠ヲ⊥タ ∠リ
 ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャや- ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α 

 ⌒れや∠グ⌒よ ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ヤ∇バ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ラヱぁゲ⌒ジ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ョ
び ⌒ケヱ⊥ギぁダャや  

(1. Whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is on the earth glorif ies Allah. His is the 
dominion, and to Him belongs the praise, and He is Able to do all things.) (2. He it  is Who 
created you, then some of you are disbelievers and some of you are believers. And Allah is All-
Seer of what  you do.) (3. He has created the heavens and the earth with t ruth, and He shaped 
you and made good your shapes. And to Him is the return.) (4. He knows what  is in the heavens 
and on earth, and He knows what  you conceal and what  you reveal. And Allah is the All-Knower 
of what  is in the breasts.)  
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Praising Allah and mentioning His Creation and Knowledge 

This is the last  Surah among Al-Musabbihat . We ment ioned before that  all creatures praise the 
glory of Allah, their Creator and Owner. Allah the Exalted said,  

び⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥マ∇ヤ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ャぴ  

(His is the dominion, and to Him belongs the praise,) meaning, He is the One Who has cont rol 
over all creat ion, the One praised for all He created and decreed. Allah's statement ,  

び∀ゲΑ⌒ギ∠ホ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ あモ⊥ミ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱぴ  

(and He is Able to do all things.) means that  whatever He wills occurs without  resistance, and 
whatever He does not  will,  never occurs. Allah said,  

び∀リ⌒ョ∇ぽぁョ ∇ユ⊥ムレ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∀ゲ⌒プゅ∠ミ ∇ユ⊥ムレ⌒ヨ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ ン⌒グｚャや ∠ヲ⊥ワぴ  

(He it  is Who created you, then some of you are disbelievers and some of you are believers.) 
meaning, Allah created you with these characterist ics and He willed that  for you. Therefore, 
there will be believers and disbelievers. Surely, Allah is the One Who sees those who deserve 
guidance and those who deserve misguidance. He is the Witness over His servant 's deeds and He 
will completely recompense them. This is why Allah the Exalted said,  

び∀ゲΒ⌒ダ∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(And Allah is All-Seer of what  you do. ) Allah said,  

びあペエ∇ャゅ⌒よ ∠チ∇ケ∠Εや∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カぴ  

(He has created the heavens and the earth with t ruth,) with equity and wisdom,  

び∇ユ⊥ミ∠ケ∠ヲ⊥タ ∠リ∠ジ∇ェ∠ほ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ミ∠ケｚヲ∠タ∠ヱぴ  

(and He shaped you and made good your shapes.) He made you in the best  shapes and forms. 
Allah the Exalted said,  
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⌒ユΑ⌒ゲ∠ム∇ャや ∠マあよ∠ゲ⌒よ ∠ポｚゲ∠ビ ゅ∠ョ ⊥リ⇒∠ジル⌒Ηや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑぴ - ン⌒グｚャや 
 ∠マ∠ャ∠ギ∠バ∠プ ∠ポやｚヲ∠ジ∠プ ∠マ∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ- ∠¬べ∠セ ゅｚョ ∃り∠ケヲ⊥タ あン∠ぺ ヴ⌒プ 

び ∠マ∠らｚミ∠ケ  

(O man! What  has made you careless about  your Lord, the most  Generous Who created you, 
fashioned you perfect ly and gave you due proport ion; in whatever form He willed, He put  you 
together.) (82:6-8) And His saying,  

 ∠¬べ∠ヨｚジャや∠ヱ ⇔やケや∠ゲ⇒∠ホ ∠チ∇ケｘΙや ⊥ユ⇒⊥ム∠ャ ∠モ⇒∠バ∠ィ ン⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮｚヤャやぴ
 ∠リあョ ∇ユ⇒⊥ム∠ホ∠コ∠ケ∠ヱ ∇ユ⇒⊥ミ∠ケ∠ヲ⊥タ ∠リ∠ジ∇ェ∠ほ∠プ ∇ユ⇒⊥ミ∠ケｚヲ∠タ∠ヱ ⇔¬べ⇒∠レ⌒よ

び⌒ろ⇒∠らあΒｚトャや  

(Allah, it  is He Who has made for you the earth as a dwelling place and the sky as a canopy, 
and has given you shape and made your shapes good (looking) and has provided you with good 
things.) (40:64) and His saying;  

び⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま∠ヱぴ  

(And to Him is the return.) means the return and f inal dest inat ion. Allah then informs of His 
knowledge of all that  there is in the heavens, in the earth and in the souls, He said:  

 ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Αぴ
び ⌒ケヱ⊥ギぁダャや ⌒れや∠グ⌒よ ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ヤ∇バ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ラヱぁゲ⌒ジ⊥ゎ  

(He knows what  is in the heavens and on earth,  and He knows what  you conceal and what  you 
reveal. And Allah is the All-Knower of what  is in the breasts.)  

 ∠メゅ∠よ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ホや∠グ∠プ ⊥モ∇ら∠ホ リ⌒ョ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇や⊥ぽ∠ら∠ル ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺぴ
 ∀ユΒ⌒ャ∠ぺ ∀ゆや∠グ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ-∠マ⌒ャ∠ク  ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒ゎ∇ほｚゎ ろ∠ルゅ∠ミ ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ⌒よ 

 ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ム∠プ ゅ∠レ∠ルヱ⊥ギ∇ヰ∠Α ∀ゲ∠ゼ∠よ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ボ∠プ ⌒ろ⇒∠レあΒ∠ら∇ャゅ⌒よ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ⊥シ⊥ケ
び ∀ギΒ⌒ヨ∠ェ ｘヴ⌒レ∠ビ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠レ∇ピ∠わ∇シやｚヱ ∇やヲｚャ∠ヲ∠ゎ∠ヱ  
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(5. Has not  the news reached you of those who disbelieved aforet ime And so they tasted the 
evil result  of their disbelief, and theirs will be a painful torment .) (6. That  was because there 
came to them their Messengers with Bayyinat , but  they said: "Shall mere men guide us'' So they 
disbelieved and turned away. But  Allah was not  in need. And Allah is not  in need, Worthy of all 
praise.)  

 

A Warning delivered through mentioning the End of the Disbelieving 
Nations 

Informing about  the past  nat ions and the torment  and disciplinary lessons that  they suffered 
because of opposing the Messengers and denying the t ruth. Allah says;  

び⊥モ∇ら∠ホ リ⌒ョ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇や⊥ぽ∠ら∠ル ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺぴ  

(Has not  the news reached you of those who disbelieved aforet ime) meaning, informat ion 
about  them and what  happened to them,  

び∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ∠メゅ∠よ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ホや∠グ∠プぴ  

(And so they tasted the evil result  of their disbelief.) They tasted the evil consequences of 
their denial and sinful act ions. And it  refers to the punishment  and humiliat ion they received in 
the life of the world,  

び∀ユΒ⌒ャ∠ぺ ∀ゆや∠グ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱぴ  

(and theirs will be a painful torment .) in the Hereafter, added to the torment  they received in 
this life. Allah explained why;  

び⌒ろ⇒∠レあΒ∠ら∇ャゅ⌒よ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ⊥シ⊥ケ ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒ゎ∇ほｚゎ ろ∠ルゅ∠ミ ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ⌒よ ∠マ⌒ャ∠クぴ  

(That  was because there came to them their Messengers with Bayyinat ,) support ing arguments, 
evidence, and clear proofs,  

びゅ∠レ∠ルヱ⊥ギ∇ヰ∠Α ∀ゲ∠ゼ∠よ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ボ∠プぴ  

(but  they said:"Shall mere men guide us'') They discounted and dismissed the possibilit y that  
the Message would be sent  to a human and that  their guidance would come by the hands of a 
man like themselves,  

び∇やヲｚャ∠ヲ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ム∠プぴ  

(So they disbelieved and turned away.) they denied the t ruth and turned away from abiding by 
it ,   
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び⊥ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠レ∇ピ∠わ∇シやｚヱぴ  

(But  Allah was not  in need.) of them,  

び∀ギΒ⌒ヨ∠ェ ｘヴ⌒レ∠ビ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(And Allah is not  need, Worthy of all praise.)  

 ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥Α リｚャ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ユ∠ハ∠コぴ
 ∀ゲΒ⌒ジ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ⌒ヨ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ｚラ⊥ぽｚら∠レ⊥わ∠ャ ｚユ⊥を ｚリ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥わ∠ャ

-∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ャ∠ゴル∠ぺ ン⌒グｚャや ⌒ケヲ∂レャや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョゅ∠⇒∠プ  ⊥ヮｚヤャや
 ∀ゲΒ⌒ら∠カ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ- ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⌒ノ∇ヨ∠イ∇ャや ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥バ∠ヨ∇イ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α 

 ⇔ゅエ⌒ヤ⇒∠タ ∇モ∠ヨ∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒リ⊥よゅ∠ピｚわャや ⊥ュ∇ヲ∠Α
 リ⌒ョ ン⌒ゲ∇イ∠ゎ ∃ろ⇒ｚレ∠ィ ⊥ヮ∇ヤ⌒カ∇ギ⊥Α∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒わ⇒∠ゃあΒ∠シ ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ∇ゲあヘ∠ム⊥Α

∠よ∠ぺ べ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ⊥ゲ⇒∠ヰ∇ルｘΙや ゅ∠ヰ⌒わ∇エ∠ゎ ⊥ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや ⊥コ∇ヲ∠ヘ∇ャや ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⇔やギ
- ⊥ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ べ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ∠ヱ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ 

び ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ⌒ケゅｚレャや  

(7. The disbelievers pretend that  they will never be resurrected. Say: "Yes! By my Lord, you 
will certainly be resurrected, then you will be informed of what  you did; and that  is easy for 
Allah. '') (8. Therefore, believe in Allah and His Messenger and in the Light  which We have sent  
down. And Allah is All-Aware of what  you do.) (9. The Day when He will gather you on the Day 
of Gathering, that  will be the Day of At -Taghabun. And whosoever believes in Allah and 
performs righteous deeds, He will expiate from him his sins, and will admit  him to Gardens 
beneath which rivers f low, to dwell therein forever; that  will be the great  success.) (10. But  
those who disbelieved and denied Our Ayat , they will be the dwellers of the Fire, to dwell 
therein forever. And worst  indeed is that  dest inat ion  

 

Life after Death is True 

Allah the Exalted informs about  the disbelievers, idolators and the atheists that  they claim that  
they will not  be resurrected,  
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び∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ⌒ヨ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ｚラ⊥ぽｚら∠レ⊥わ∠ャ ｚユ⊥を ｚリ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥わ∠ャ ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇モ⊥ホぴ  

(Say: "Yes! By my Lord, you will certainly be resurrected, then you will be informed of what  
you did... '') meaning, ` you will be informed of all of your act ions, whether maj or or minor, big 
or small, '  

び∀ゲΒ⌒ジ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク∠ヱぴ  

(and that  is easy for Allah.) ` resurrect ing and recompensing you is easy for Allah. ' This is the 
third Ayah in which Allah orders His Messenger to swear by His Lord, the Exalted and Most  
Honored, that  Resurrect ion occurs. The f irst  is in Surah Yunus,  

 ｘペ∠エ∠ャ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ン⌒ま ∇モ⊥ホ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｘペ∠ェ∠ぺ ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ゃ⌒ら∇レ∠わ∇ジ∠Α∠ヱぴ
び ∠リΑ⌒ゴ⌒イ∇バ⊥ヨ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥わル∠ぺ べ∠ョ∠ヱ  

(And they ask you to inform them: "Is it  t rue'' Say: "Yes! By my Lord! It  is the very t ruth! and 
you can not  escape it ! '') (10:53), The second is in Surah Saba',  

 ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ゅ∠レΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ∠Ι ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱぴ
び∇ユ⊥ムｚレ∠Β⌒ゎ∇ほ∠わ∠ャ ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ  

(Those who disbelieve say: "The hour will not  come to us. '' Say: "Yes, by my Lord, it  will come 
to you... '') (34:3), and the third is this Ayah,  

 ヴあよ∠ケ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ∇モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥Α リｚャ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ユ∠ハ∠コぴ
∠ハ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ⌒ヨ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ｚラ⊥ぽｚら∠レ⊥わ∠ャ ｚユ⊥を ｚリ⊥ん∠バ∇ら⊥わ∠ャ ∀ゲΒ⌒ジ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ

び  

(The disbelievers pretend that  they will never be resurrected. Say: "Yes! By my Lord, you will 
certainly be resurrected, then you will be informed of what  you did; and that  is easy for 
Allah. '') Allah the Exalted said,  

∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョゅ∠⇒∠プぴびゅ∠レ∇ャ∠ゴル∠ぺ ン⌒グｚャや ⌒ケヲ∂レャや∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ   

(Therefore, believe in Allah and in His Messenger and in the Light  which We have sent  down.) 
that  is, the Qur'an,  
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び∀ゲΒ⌒ら∠カ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(And Allah is All-Aware of what  you do.) none of your deeds ever escapes His knowledge.  

 

The Day of At-Taghabun 

Allah said,  

び⌒ノ∇ヨ∠イ∇ャや ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥バ∠ヨ∇イ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Αぴ  

(The Day when He will gather you on the Day of Gathering,) meaning the Day of Resurrect ion. 
This is the Day when the earlier and later generat ions will all be gathered in one area, a caller 
would be heard by them all,  and one's vision would easily see them all.  Allah said,  

び∀キヲ⊥ヰ∇ゼｚョ ∀ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク∠ヱ ⊥サゅｚレャや ⊥ヮｚャ ∀ネヲ⊥ヨ∇イｚョ ∀ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠マ⌒ャクぴ  

(That  is the Day whereon mankind will be gathered together, that  is a Day when all will be 
present .) (11:103), and,  

 ∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒カｘΙや∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒ャｚヱｘΙや ｚラ⌒ま ∇モ⊥ホぴ- ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ラヲ⊥ハヲ⊥ヨ∇イ∠ヨ∠ャ 
び ∃ュヲ⊥ヤ∇バｚョ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒ろ⇒∠ボΒ⌒ョ  

(Say: "(Yes) verily, those of old, and those of later t imes. All will surely be gathered together 
for appointed meet ing of a known Day. '') (56:49-50) Allah's statement ,  

び⌒リ⊥よゅ∠ピｚわャや ⊥ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠マ⌒ャ∠クぴ  

(that  will be the Day of At -Taghabun) Ibn ` Abbas said, "It  is one of the names of the Day of 
Judgement , and that  is because the people of Paradise will have gained over the people of the 
Fire.'' Qatadah and Muj ahid said similarly. Muqat il bin Hayyan said, "There is no mutual loss and 
gain greater than these entering Paradise and those being taken to the Fire. '' Allah explained 
His statement  saying;  

∠Αぴ リ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒リ⊥よゅ∠ピｚわャや ⊥ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⌒ノ∇ヨ∠イ∇ャや ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β⌒ャ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥バ∠ヨ∇イ∠Α ∠ュ∇ヲ
 ⌒ヮ⌒わ⇒∠ゃあΒ∠シ ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ∇ゲあヘ∠ム⊥Α ⇔ゅエ⌒ヤ⇒∠タ ∇モ∠ヨ∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α
 ∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ⊥ゲ⇒∠ヰ∇ルｘΙや ゅ∠ヰ⌒わ∇エ∠ゎ リ⌒ョ ン⌒ゲ∇イ∠ゎ ∃ろ⇒ｚレ∠ィ ⊥ヮ∇ヤ⌒カ∇ギ⊥Α∠ヱ
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 ⊥ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや ⊥コ∇ヲ∠ヘ∇ャや ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⇔やギ∠よ∠ぺ べ∠ヰΒ⌒プ-ｚャや∠ヱ  ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠リΑ⌒グ
 ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ヤ⇒∠カ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ⊥ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ べ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ∠ヱ

び ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ∠ヱ  

(And whosoever believes in Allah and performs righteous deeds, He will expiate from him his 
sins, and will admit  him to Gardens beneath which rivers f low (Paradise), to dwell therein 
forever; that  will be the great  success. But  those who disbelieved and denied Our Ayat , they 
will be the dwellers of the Fire, to dwell therein forever. And worst  indeed is that  dest inat ion.) 
We explained these meanings several t imes before.  

 リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラ∇ク⌒み⌒よ ｚΙ⌒ま ∃る∠らΒ⌒ダぁョ リ⌒ョ ∠ゆゅ∠タ∠ぺ べ∠ョぴ
 ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ あモ⊥ム⌒よ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ら∇ヤ∠ホ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ- ∇やヲ⊥バΒ⌒デ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

 ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ∇ユ⊥わ∇Βｚャヲ∠ゎ ラ⌒み∠プ ∠メヲ⊥シｚゲャや ∇やヲ⊥バΒ⌒デ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠ヮｚヤャや
∠ヤ∠ら∇ャや ゅ∠レ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⊥リΒ⌒ら⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ヒ⇒- ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ∠Ι ⊥ヮｚヤャや 

び ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⌒モｚミ∠ヲ∠わ∠Β∇ヤ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャや  

(11. No calamity occurs, but  by the permission of  Allah, and whosoever believes in Allah, He 
guides his heart . And Allah is the All-Knower of everything.) (12. Obey Allah, and obey the 
Messenger; but  if  you turn away, then the duty of Our Messenger is only to convey clearly.) (13. 
Allah! La ilaha illa Huwa. And in Allah therefore let  the believers put  their t rust .)  

 

All that occurs to Mankind is by Allah's Permission 

Allah informs us as He did in Surat  Al-Hadid,  

 ヴ⌒プ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ヴ⌒プ ∃る∠らΒ⌒ダぁョ リ⌒ョ ∠ゆゅ∠タ∠ぺ べ∠ョぴ
 ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ｚラ⌒ま べ∠ワ∠ぺ∠ゲ∇らｚル ラ∠ぺ ⌒モ∇ら∠ホ リあョ ∃ょ⇒∠わ⌒ミ ヴ⌒プ ｚΙ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ

び ∀ゲΒ⌒ジ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ  

(No calamity occurs on the earth or in yourselves but  it  is inscribed in a record before We bring 
it  into existence. Verily, that  is easy for Allah.) (57:22) Allah said here,  
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び⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ラ∇ク⌒み⌒よ ｚΙ⌒ま ∃る∠らΒ⌒ダぁョ リ⌒ョ ∠ゆゅ∠タ∠ぺ べ∠ョぴ  

(No calamity occurs, but  by the permission of Allah,) Ibn ` Abbas said; "By the command of 
Allah, '' meaning from His decree and will.   

び∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ あモ⊥ム⌒よ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ら∇ヤ∠ホ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱぴ  

(and whosoever believes in Allah, He guides his heart . And Allah is the All-Knower of 
everything.) meaning, whoever suffered an aff lict ion and he knew that  it  occurred by Allah's 
j udgement  and decree, and he pat ient ly abides, await ing Allah's reward, then Allah guides his 
heart , and will compensate him for his loss in this life by grant ing guidance to his heart  and 
certainty in faith. Allah will replace whatever he lost  for Him with the same or what  is bet ter. 
` Ali bin Abi Talhah reported from Ibn ` Abbas,  

び⊥ヮ∠ら∇ヤ∠ホ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱぴ  

(and whosoever believes in Allah, He guides his heart .) "Allah will guide his heart  to certainty. 
Therefore, he will know that  what  reached him would not  have missed him and what  has 
missed him would not  have reached him.'' There is an agreed upon Hadith ぴthat  Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim collected andび which states,  

»⌒リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャ ゅ⇔ら∠イ∠ハ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⇔¬ゅ∠ツ∠ホ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ぶや ヶ⌒ツ∇ボ∠Α ゅ∠ャ 
 や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠ラゅ∠ム∠プ ∠ゲ∠ら∠タ ⊥¬やｚゲ∠ッ ⊥ヮ∇わ∠よゅ∠タ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ
 ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠ラゅ∠ム∠プ ∠ゲ∠ム∠セ ⊥¬やｚゲ∠シ ⊥ヮ∇わ∠よゅ∠タ∠ぺ ∇ラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ

リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∃ギ∠ェ∠ほ⌒ャ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∠ザ∇Β∠ャ∠ヱ«  

(Amazing is the believer: There is no decree that  Allah writes for him, but  is bet ter for him. If  
an aff lict ion st rikes him, he is pat ient  and this is bet ter for him. If  a bounty is granted to him, 
he is thankful and this is bet ter for him. This t rait  is only for the faithful believer.)  

 

The Order to obey Allah and His Messenger 

Allah said,  

び∠メヲ⊥シｚゲャや ∇やヲ⊥バΒ⌒デ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇やヲ⊥バΒ⌒デ∠ぺ∠ヱぴ  

(Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger;) Allah commands obedience to Him and to His Messenger 
in all that  His legislates and in implement ing His orders. Allah also forbids one from all that  His 
Messenger forbids and prohibits. Allah the Exalted said,  
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び⊥リΒ⌒ら⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ヒ⇒∠ヤ∠ら∇ャや ゅ∠レ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ∇ユ⊥わ∇Βｚャヲ∠ゎ ラ⌒み∠プぴ  

(but  if  you turn away, then the duty of Our Messenger is only to convey clearly.) meaning, ` if  
you refrain from abiding by the faith, then the Messenger's mission is to convey and your 
mission is to hear and obey. 'Az-Zuhri said, "From Allah comes the Message, its deliverance is up 
to the Messenger, and the adherence is up to us. ''  

 

Tawhid 

Allah states that  He is the One, Whom all creat ions need and seek, the One other than Whom 
there is no (t rue) God.  

 ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⌒モｚミ∠ヲ∠わ∠Β∇ヤ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ∠Ι ⊥ヮｚヤャやぴ
び  

(Allah! La ilaha illa Huwa. And in Allah therefore let  the believers put  their t rust .) So, He f irst  
informs about  Tawhid and its meaning. The implied meaning is to single Him out  for deif ica- 
t ion, being purely devoted to Him, and relying upon Him, as He said;  

∠ヲ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ∠Ι ⌒ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ぁゆｚケぴ ⊥ロ∇グ⌒ガｚゎゅ∠プ 
び ⇔ΚΒ⌒ミ∠ヱ  

(The Lord of the east  and the west ; La ilaha il la Huwa. So take Him alone as Trustee.) (73:9)  

 ∇ユ⊥ミ⌒ギ⇒ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ィ∠ヱ∇コ∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ ｚラ⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑぴ
 ∇やヲ⊥エ∠ヘ∇ダ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ヘ∇バ∠ゎ ラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ワヱ⊥ケ∠グ∇ェゅ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ムｚャ ⇔や∂ヱ⊥ギ∠ハ

∠ヱ ∀ユΒ⌒ェｚケ ∀ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ビ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒み∠プ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠ゎ- ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ャ∠ヲ∇ョ∠ぺ べ∠ヨｚル⌒ま 
 ∀ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ ∀ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ ⊥ロ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∀る∠レ∇わ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ギ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ- ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎゅ∠プ 

 ⇔やゲ∇Β∠カ ∇やヲ⊥ボ⌒ヘ∇ル∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥バΒ⌒デ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇シや∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ゅ∠ョ
⌒ヮ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ｚウ⊥セ ∠ベヲ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル６Ι ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ 

 ∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥ヨ∇ャや- ⇔ゅレ∠ジ∠ェ ⇔ゅッ∇ゲ∠ホ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇やヲ⊥ッ⌒ゲ∇ボ⊥ゎ ラ⌒ま 
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 ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ェ ∀ケヲ⊥ム∠セ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠Α∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇ヘ⌒バ⇒∠ツ⊥Α- ⊥ユ⌒ヤ⇒∠ハ 

び ⊥ユΒ⌒ム∠エ∇ャや ⊥ゴΑ⌒ゴ∠バ∇ャや ⌒り∠ギ⇒∠ヰｚゼャや∠ヱ ⌒ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや  

(14. O you who believe! Verily, among your wives and your children there are enemies for you; 
therefore beware of them! But  if  you pardon (them) and overlook, and forgive, then verily, 
Allah is Oft -Forgiving, Most  Merciful.) (15. Your wealth and your children are only a Fitnah, 
whereas Allah! With Him is a great  reward.) (16. So have Taqwa of Allah as much as you can; 
listen and obey, and spend in charity; that  is bet ter for yourselves. And whosoever is saved 
from his own greed, then they are the successful ones.) (17. If  you lend to Allah a handsome 
loan, He will double it  for you, and will forgive you. And Allah is Shakur, Halim,) (18. All-
Knower of the unseen and seen, the Almighty, the All-Wise.)  

 

Warning against the Fitnah of Spouses and Offspring 

Allah states that  some wives and children are enemies to their husbands and fathers, in that  
they might  be busied with them rather than with performing the good deeds. Allah said in 
another Ayah,  

 ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ギ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ャ∠ヲ∇ョ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ヰ∇ヤ⊥ゎ ∠Ι ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑぴ
∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∇モ∠バ∇ヘ∠Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ゲ∇ミ⌒ク リ∠ハ ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ 

び ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ジ⇒∠ガ∇ャや  

(O you who believe! Let  not  your propert ies or you children divert  you from the remembrance 
of Allah. And whosoever does that  then they are the losers.) (63:9) Allah the Exalted said here,  

び∇ユ⊥ワヱ⊥ケ∠グ∇ェゅ∠プぴ  

(therefore, beware of them!) for your religion, according to Ibn Zayd. Muj ahid explained the 
Ayah ,  

び∇ユ⊥ムｚャ ⇔や∂ヱ⊥ギ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ミ⌒ギ⇒ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ィ∠ヱ∇コ∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ ｚラ⌒まぴ  

(Verily, among your wives and your children there are enemies for you;) by saying, "They might  
direct  the man to sever his relat ion or disobey his Lord. The man, who loves his wives and 
children, might  obey them in this case. '' Ibn Abi Hat im recorded that  Ibn ` Abbas said to a man 
who asked him about  this Ayah,  
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∠ヱ∇コ∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ ｚラ⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑぴ ∇ユ⊥ミ⌒ギ⇒ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ィ
び∇ユ⊥ワヱ⊥ケ∠グ∇ェゅ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ムｚャ ⇔や∂ヱ⊥ギ∠ハ  

(O you who believe! Verily, among your wives and your children there are enemies for you; 
therefore beware of them!) "There were men who embraced Islam in Makkah and wanted to 
migrate to Allah's Messenger . However, their wives and children refused to allow them. Later 
when they j oined Allah's Messenger , they found that  those who were with him (the 
Companions) have gained knowledge in the religion, so they were about  to punish their wives 
and children. Allah the Exalted sent  down this Ayah,  

 ∀ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ビ ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒み∠プ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥エ∠ヘ∇ダ∠ゎ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ヘ∇バ∠ゎ ラ⌒ま∠ヱぴ
び∀ユΒ⌒ェｚケ  

(But  if  you pardon (them) and overlook, and forgive, then verily, Allah is Oft -Forgiving, Most  
Merciful.)'' At -Tirmidhi collected this Hadith and said that  it  is Hasan Sahih. Allah's statement ,  

 ∀ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ ⊥ロ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∀る∠レ∇わ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ギ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ャ∠ヲ∇ョ∠ぺ べ∠ヨｚル⌒まぴ
び ∀ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ  

(Your wealth and your children are only a Fintah, whereas Allah! With Him is a great  reward.) 
Allah said that  the wealth and children are a test  and t rial from Allah the Exalted for His 
creatures, so that  He knows those who obey Him and those who disobey Him. Allah's statement ,  

び⊥ロ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(whereas Allah! With Him) meaning, on the Day of Resurrect ion,  

び∀ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハ ∀ゲ∇ィ∠ぺぴ  

(is a great  reward.) As Allah said;  

 ∠リΒ⌒レ∠ら∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒¬べ∠ジあレャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒れ∠ヲ∠ヰｚゼャや ぁょ⊥ェ ⌒サゅｚレヤ⌒ャ ∠リあΑ⊥コぴ
 ⌒モ∇Β∠ガ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒るｚツ⌒ヘ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ょ∠ワｚグャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒り∠ゲ∠トレ∠ボ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⌒ゲΒ⌒ト⇒∠レ∠ボ∇ャや∠ヱ
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ヲ∠Β∠エ∇ャや ⊥ノ⇒∠わ∠ョ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⌒ゐ∇ゲ∠エ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ユ⇒∠バ∇ル∠Εや∠ヱ ⌒る∠ョｚヲ∠ジ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⌒り
び ⌒ゆ∠ほ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥リ∇ジ⊥ェ ⊥ロ∠ギレ⌒ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや  

(Beaut if ied for men is the love of things they covet ; women children, Qanat ir Al-Muqantarah of  
gold and silver, branded beaut iful horses, cat t le and well-t il led land. This is the pleasure of the 
present  world's life; but  Allah has the excellent  return with him.) (3:14), and the Ayah after it .  
Imam Ahmad recorded that  Buraydah said, "The Messenger of Allah was giving a speech and Al-
Hasan and Husayn came in wearing red shirts, walking and t ripping. The Messenger descended 
from the Minbar, held them and placed them in front  of them and said,  

» ∩∀る∠レ∇わ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥キゅ∠ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ャや∠ヲ∇ョ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ⊥ヮ⊥ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ ⊥ぶや ∠ベ∠ギ∠タ
 ∩⌒ラや∠ゲ⊥ん∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒ラゅ∠Β⌒ゼ∇ヨ∠Α ⌒リ∇ΒｚΒ⌒らｚダャや ⌒リ∇Α∠グ∠ワ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⊥れ∇ゲ∠ヌ∠ル

∇バ∠ト∠ホ ヴ∇わ∠ェ ∇ゲ⌒ら∇タ∠ぺ ∇ユ∠ヤ∠プゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⊥わ∇バ∠プ∠ケ∠ヱ ヶ⌒んΑ⌒ギ∠ェ ⊥ろ«  

(Allah and His Messenger said the t ruth,` Verily, your wealth and your children are a Fitnah.' I 
saw these two boys walking and t ripping and could not  be pat ient  unt il I stopped my speech 
and picked them up.)'' This was recorded by the Sunan compilers, and At -Tirmidhi said, "Hasan 
Gharib. ''  

 

The Order for Taqwa, as much as One is Capable 

Allah said,  

び∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ゅ∠ョ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎゅ∠プぴ  

(So have Taqwa of Allah as much as you can;) meaning, as much as you are able and can bear 
or endure. The Two Sahihs recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

» ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∩∇ユ⊥わ∇バ∠ト∠わ∇シや ゅ∠ョ ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ やヲ⊥わ∇もゅ∠プ ∃ゲ∇ョ∠ほ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ゎ∇ゲ∠ョ∠ぺ や∠ク⌒ま
ロヲ⊥ら⌒レ∠わ∇ィゅ∠プ ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥わ∇Β∠ヰ∠ル«  

(When I command you to do something, do as much as you can of it ,  and whatever I forbid for 
you, then avoid it .) Allah's statement ,  

び∇やヲ⊥バΒ⌒デ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇シや∠ヱぴ  
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(listen and obey,) means, obey what  Allah and His Messenger command you to do and do not  
st ray from it  to the right  or left .  Do not  ut ter a statement  or make a decision before Allah and 
His Messenger issue a statement  or decision. Do not  ignore what  you were ordered to do, nor 
commit  what  you were forbidden from doing.  

 

Encouraging Charity 

Allah the Exalted said,  

∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル６Ι ⇔やゲ∇Β∠カ ∇やヲ⊥ボ⌒ヘ∇ル∠ぺ∠ヱぴび  

(and spend in charity; that  is bet ter for yourselves.) meaning, give from what  Allah has granted 
you to your relat ives, the poor, the needy and the weak. Be kind to Allah's creatures, j ust  as 
Allah was and st il l is kind with you. This will be bet ter for you in this life and the Hereafter. 
Otherwise, if  you do not  do it ,  it  will be worse for you in this life and the Hereafter. Allah said;  

び∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥ヨ∇ャや ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ｚウ⊥セ ∠ベヲ⊥Α リ∠ョ∠ヱぴ  

(And whosoever is saved from his own greed, then they are the successful ones.) This was 
explained with a similar Ayah in Surat  Al-Hashr, where we also ment ioned the relevant  Hadiths. 
Therefore, we do not  need to repeat  them here, all praise and grat itude is due to Allah. Allah 
the Exalted said,  

⌒ゲ∇ボ⊥ゎ ラ⌒まぴ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇ヘ⌒バ⇒∠ツ⊥Α ⇔ゅレ∠ジ∠ェ ⇔ゅッ∇ゲ∠ホ ∠ヮｚヤャや ∇やヲ⊥ッ
び∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠Α∠ヱ  

(If  you lend to Allah a handsome loan, He will double it  for you, and will forgive you.) meaning, 
whatever you spend, then Allah will replace it ,  and on Him will be the reward of whatever you 
give away in charity. Allah considered giving charit y as if  it  is a loan to Him, j ust  as Allah said 
in a Qudsi Hadith,  

»ユΑ⌒ギ∠ハ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∃ュヲ⊥ヤ∠ニ ∠ゲ∇Β∠ビ ⊥チ⌒ゲ∇ボ⊥Α ∇リ∠ョ«  

("Who will give a loan to He Who is neither unj ust  nor poor'') This is why Allah the Exalted said 
in Surat  Al-Baqarah,  

び⇔り∠ゲΒ⌒ん∠ミ ゅ⇔プゅ∠バ∇ッ∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∠ヘ⌒ハゅ∠ツ⊥Β∠プぴ  

(So that  He may mult iply it  to him many t imes) (2:245) Allah said;  

び∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠Α∠ヱぴ  
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(and will forgive you.) meaning, He will erase your mistakes,  

び∀ケヲ⊥ム∠セ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱぴ  

(And Allah is Shakur) meaning, He gives abundant ly in return for what  was lit t le,  

び∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ェぴ  

(Halim) means, He forgives, pardons, covers and absolves the sins, mistakes, errors and 
shortcomings,  

び ⊥ユΒ⌒ム∠エ∇ャや ⊥ゴΑ⌒ゴ∠バ∇ャや ⌒り∠ギ⇒∠ヰｚゼャや∠ヱ ⌒ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや ⊥ユ⌒ヤ⇒∠ハぴ  

(All-Knower of the unseen and seen, the Almighty, the All-Wise.) Its explanat ion has already 
preceded several t imes. This is the end of the Tafsir of Surat  At -Taghabun, all the praise and 
appreciat ion is due to Allah.  

The Tafsir of Surat At-Talaq 

(Chapter - 65) 

Which was revealed in Al-Madinah 

び ⌒ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャや ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒ユ∇ジ⌒よぴ  

(In the Name of Allah, the Most  Gracious, the Most  Merciful.   

 ｚリ⌒ヰ⌒ゎｚギ⌒バ⌒ャ ｚリ⊥ワヲ⊥ボあヤ∠ト∠プ ∠¬べ∠ジあレャや ⊥ユ⊥わ∇ボｚヤ∠デ や∠ク⌒ま ぁヴ⌒らｚレャや ゅ∠ヰぁΑほΑぴ
 ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎや∠ヱ ∠りｚギ⌒バ∇ャや ∇やヲ⊥ダ∇ェ∠ぺ∠ヱ ｚリ⊥ワヲ⊥ィ⌒ゲ∇ガ⊥ゎ ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ムｚよ∠ケ ∠ヮｚヤャや

 ∃る∠ゼ⌒エ⇒∠ヘ⌒よ ∠リΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠リ∇ィ⊥ゲ∇ガ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ｚリ⌒ヰ⌒ゎヲ⊥Β⊥よ リ⌒ョ
 ∇ギ∠ボ∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠キヱ⊥ギ⊥ェ ｚギ∠バ∠わ∠Α リ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⊥キヱ⊥ギ⊥ェ ∠マ∇ヤ⌒ゎ∠ヱ ∃る∠レあΒ∠らぁョ
 ⇔やゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ⊥ゐ⌒ギ∇エ⊥Α ∠ヮｚヤャや ｚモ∠バ∠ャ ン⌒ケ∇ギ∠ゎ ∠Ι ⊥ヮ∠ジ∇ヘ∠ル ∠ユ∠ヤ∠ニ

び  

(1. O Prophet ! When you divorce women, divorce them at  their ` Iddah and count  their ` Iddah. 
And have Taqwa of Allah, your Lord. And turn them not  out  of their homes nor shall they leave, 
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